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hopes to
capture
memories

Who's line is
it, anyway?
The University's improv
groups. Bad Genetics
and Plastic Shatners.

By HichalU Olnwtaad
Reporter

performed in the Union
last night | Page 3

By John Buckingham

Star status and
accountability

Reporter

Forum columnists have
taken to debating,
and this week. Forum
Editor Kyle Schmidlin
and faculty columnist
Phil Schurrer debate

See SINGER | Page 2

whether prominent
figures should be held
to a higher a standard
after making bad
decisions | Page 4

It's all Greek
to her

ml

Columnist Alison
Kemp continues to
write from her travels

^

abroad, this time as she
explores Greece

| Page 4
Singles'
Awareness Day
On Feb. 14, while
couples celebrate
Valentine's Day. some
single people are'
celebrating Singles
Awareness Day
possible | Page 7

Rolling with
the wins
After men's basketball's
win against Toledo on
Wednesday, women's
basketball continues
their own winning
streak by defeating
•Toledo last night 70-53

Election fever turns into community progress'
New organization Progress BG hopes to continue the work started through Obama's campaign
By Hannah Sparling
Reporter

I

Do you think public
figures should get in
trouble when they
break the law?

LIZFIUPPI
Freshman. Psychology

IT

"I don't think people
should be treated
differently because
they have money."
| Page 4

President Barack Obama's election campaign inspired hundreds
of Wood County residents to get
involved in the political process by
making phone calls and knocking
on doors, and many aren't ready
to stop.
Bowling Green residents, many
of them former volunteers from
the Obama campaign, joined
together in mid-December to
form Progress BG, a group devoted to continuing what was started
during the campaign, said Maria
Simon, one of the group's organizers.
"We worked hard to get him
elected, and we're going to work
hard to get this country moving in
a'positive direction," Simon said.
"1 think people just got way too
engaged to now just sit back and
watch it on the news."
There are about six core orga-

nizers of the group, but there is no
official membership to Progress
BG, other than the Facebook
group, which now has 129 members.
The group also has no official
ties to any politician or political party. There is a larger group
of the remnants of the Obama
campaign called Organizing for
America, but Progress BG actually formed about three weeks
before OFA. Roger Shope. another
core organizer, said Progress BG is
not part of OFA and will probably
remain separate.
"Our goal is really to get people
together and get them educated
and involved," Shope said. "The
minute we begin to define what
this group stands for or doesn't
stand for we begin to alienate
people."
Shope said Progress BG is open
to all people no matter what their
political party or whom they support. It is not about supporting

While Valentine's Day can
be an expensive holiday,
the Visual Communication
Technology Organization
is doing its part to provide
students with an inexpensive
and thoughtful way to celebrate the holiday.
Today, VCTO is holding
their first Valentine's Day
photo shoot starting at 11 a.m.
in the Union. For S3, students
can get their picture taken |as
a couple or with friends! and
will receive two printed copies along with a digital copy.
Treasurer Andrew Rincardi
said in the five years he's been
attending the University, he's
never seen another group
put on a photo-themed event
geared toward the holiday.
"We're reaching out and
trying something different."
Rincardi said. "We're here to
help the students."
In addition toevents such as
the photo booth, VCTO offers
technology and professional
career building workshops
which are open to anyone
who may be interested.
This is VCTO's first major
event of the school year and
the group has plans to incorporate their ideas in a similar photo shoot for "Sibs and
Kids" weekend. President
Andrew Snowden said.
Even with 25 active members, Snowden said VCTO welcomes any student interested
in photography, technology,
video and print media.
While VCTO has many
upcoming planned events,
right now they are concerned
with the success of today's
photo shoot.
"It will be a fun picture,"
Snowden sa id," It s conven ient
for Istudentsl to get a custom
picture for the holiday."
All the fees VCTO collects
from the photo shoot will be
used to fund a trip to a print
convention to further the
organization's knowledge in
the field of technology.
" |The photo shoot | is a way
to use things we're good at for
the students and to promote
VCTO." he said.
Sophomore Zach Ober, who
plans to get his photo with
his girlfriend today, is glad
an organization like VCTO is
making a gift very affordable
for his student budget.
"|The photol will make a
lasting memory for me and
my girlfriend," Ober said.
Snowden hopes this photo

PHOTOS PROVIDfD PROGRESS BG

DRIVING FOR CHANGE: Several members from Progress BG look several days scanning
the neighborhood for unwanted food. The group tries to make change from the ground up.

a political candidate or working
toward the next election or even
working to push policies, he said.
It's more about locating needs
in Bowling Green and meeting
them,
lustin Marx, another organizer

for the group, said Progress BG is
mostly made up of Democrats but
not by rule.
"Anyone can join," he said. "We
See PROGRESS | Page 2
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See PHOTOS | Page 2

A SHOT OF LOVE
Valentine's Day photo booth:
■ $3 include rwo 4x6 photo
copies, a digital copy and
custom text
■ Friday. 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
■ The Student Union

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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BLOTTER

From Page 1

WEDNESDAY,
FEB. 11

shoot will propel the group
in being more successful in
their future endeavors and,
with these events, help educate people in the field of
technology.
"We think technology can
help people and that knowledge can help the whole campus, not just tech majors."
Snowden said.
"I really want VCTO to be
successful." he added.
Reporter Andy Ouriel contributed I" lliis story.

PROGRESS
From

2:27 P.M.
Roger Garcia, 27, of Pembetville, Ohio.
was arrested (or domestic violence
and possession of drug paraphernalia.

THURSDAY,
FEB. 12
12:55 A.M.
Charles Stroup. 26. of Hamilton, Ohio,
was cited for driving under influence of
alcohol at Wooster and Prospect.

2:00 AM
Alex Whitman. 18. of Cincinnati, was
cited for underage under the influence
after he was trying to enter Uptown/
Downtown and appeared to be intoxicated. He had a strong odor of alcohol
on his breath and admitted to having
three or four beers underage.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-572-6966

have no hierarchy. Anyone can
participate as much or as little
as they want. We're open to
anyone who cares about the
future.''
Marx said one of Progress
BG's main goals is to step up
and help the failing economy.
With unemployment growing
and more and more people
in need. Marx said, even the
organizations set up to help
are struggling. Progress BCi
is meant to get more people
involved in trying to tackle the
problems at a local level instead
of just waiting for state organi-

zations to Step in.
"We were inspired by the
grassroots nature of the Obama
campaign," Marx said. "We
believe that change really does
come from the bottom up. It's
not enough to just go vote every
two or four years."
One of the ways Progress
BfJ is trying to help is through
community service. Simon
said their biggest event so far
has been a food drive, during
which members of the group
went door to door on three
separate occasions asking for
donations. Progress BG was
also joined during the drive by
See PROGRESS | Page 5

2:13 A.M.
Laura Underwood. 21, of Delaware,
Ohio was cited for disorderly conduct
while intoxicated when she was seen
carrying a life-size cardboard cut out
which she took from an army recruiting office.

Visit us online at

k

www.bgnews.com

ONLINE: Go to bgnemcom for the
complete blotter list.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY PB06RESSBG
A PROGRESSIVE MEETING: A group meets in Grounds lor Thought to discuss
world and national politics The space has become an unofficial Progress headquarters

Now Leasing for
2009-10 School Year
Available for 2009-2010

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
-^
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

PETS ALLOWED
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 16.2TJ09 to August S. 2003

with a S30O.00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
617 E.Reed

EFFICIENCIES

825 Third Street

451THURSTIN AVENUE

802 Sixth Street

Across the street front Ottentauet

831 Seventh Street

Furn shed efficiency apartments wth full batfi

640 Eighth Street

Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only.

Am
agement

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

403 High Street

1,2,3 bedrooms
and up available!

Houses Available close to campus!

841 Eighth Sheet
726 Ninth Street

One Year - S37O.O0 pet month
School Year ■ S39SO0 per month

733.755,777 Manville

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third «4 BG
352-4380

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 E REED STREET AtThurstin
Furr Oi Untum One Bonn. One Bath

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
rum. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.

One Year - Two People • S395.00 per month.

One Year ■ One Person ■ $355 00 pet month.
One Year - Two People • $40500 per month.

School Year - One Person - $465 00 per month

School Year - One Person - $39000 per month

School Year - Two People - SS40 00 per month

School Year ■ Two People ■ S47OO0 per month

707-727 THIRD STREET

720 SECOND STREET

Furn Or Unfurn One Brjrm, One Bath.

Furn Or Unfurn One Bdrm. One Bath.

One Year • One Person • S355 00 per month.

One Year - One Person • $36500 per month.

One Year - Two People ■ $395 00 per month.
School Year • One Person - $400 00 per month

One Year - Two People - $415.00 per month.

School Year • Two People • S455O0 per month

School Year - Two People - S48S 00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET- Pels Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Fum Or Unfurn One Bdrm, One Bath

Fum Or Unfurn One Bd'm, One Bath

One Year - One Person ■ $410.00 per month.

One Year • One Person • $370.00 per month.

One Year • Two People • S440 00 per month.
School Year • One Person • $465 00 per month

One Year - Two People ■ S4I0.O0 per month.
School Year ■ One Person • S43500 per month.

School Year • Two People • $495 00 per month

School Year ■ Two People - S48500 per month

One Year • One Person - SWO 00 per month

FESTIVAL SERIES
COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

School Year ■ One Person ■ S415.HI per month

Saturday, Feb. 14, 2009
8 p.m . Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center

GAS/HEAT WATER

521E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.

Furn Or Unfurn One Bath S Ears Vanity

Fum. Or Untum Two Bdrm. One Bath

One Year ■ One Person - $43000 per month

One Year • One Person - $45500 per month

One Year • Two People • S530.00 per month

One Year -Two People -S565 00 per month

School Year - One Person - $500 00 per month.

School Year ■ One Person - $545 00 pet month

School Year - Two People ■ $630.00 per month.

School Year - Two People - $665 00 per month

402 HIGH STREET

835 FOURTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn Two Bdrm, One Bath

Fum Or Unfum Two bedrooms, 1.5 Bath

One Year • One Person ■ S4I0.0O per month

One Year - One Person - $440.00 per month

One Year ■ Two People - S4SO.0O per month
School Year • One Person • S460 00 per month.

One Year ■ Two People • $49000 per month
School Year - One Person • $500 M per month

School Year - Two People - $590 00 per month.

School Year • Two People • SS90.00 per month

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfum One Bath W/ Vanity in Bdrms
One Year - One Person - $42000 per month

Fum. Or Untum Two full baths.
One Year ■ One Person - S490.00 per month.

One Year • Two People - $520 00 pei month
School Year • One Person • $490,110 per month

One Year - Two People ■ $540 00 per month.

School Year • Two People • $620 00 per month.

School Year ■ Two People ■ MM per month

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH
or 818 SEVENTH STREET

831 SEVENTHSTREET-PeBAIowed
Fum Or Unfum One Bath S Hall Vanity.

Fum. Or Unfum One Bath S Han Vanity

One Year - One Person - $430.00 pet month.

One Year - One Person • $415 00 per month.

One Year • Two People • $450 00 per month

One Year - Two People - $4)5 00 per month
School Year ■ One Person • S46500 per month

School Year • One Person ■ $48000 per month
School Year • Two People • $56500 pet month

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUnLE

visit: www.winthropterface.com

Day of Performance
$33, $28 & $21
7b order, call 419/372-8171
or 800/589-2224

WINTHROP TERRACE &
SUMMIT TERRACE

Danielle de Niese
soprano

BGSU.

400 E. Napoleon Road

419-352-9135

winlhrop@gerdenich.com

f~\

Chill Out you're home now!
We're a cool place to warm up to.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

School Year ■ One Person • $550 00 per month

UNIVERSITY
COURTS

FOREST APARTMENT-Napoleon

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

Fum. Or Unfum One Bath, nail vanity.

Unfurnished 1.5 Paths, dishwasher.
One Year • One Persor • S43000 per month

One Year • One Person • $415.00 per month.
One Year • Two People • $41500 per month.

One Year - Two People $530 00 per month

School Year • One Person $46500 per month

School Year • One Person ■ S495 00 per month
School Year ■ Two People • $630 00 per month

School Year • Two People • $55500 per month

Bring in this Ad
and you will be
frozen into the old rates
when you sign a lease. Offer expires Feb. 27, 2009
Leasing Begins January 19th. 2009

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2009-2010
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

I DIVERSITY COURTS
1&2 bedrooms lor mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.
Heat & Cable Included

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

Visit our website at www.jolinnew1overtaleslate.coni

Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apts.

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Heat & Cable Included

319 E Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH (Located Across From Taco E
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354-2260 '

()\l HUH r. SOI III 01 WOOSM K

Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 - 5:30 Saturday - 8:30 ■ 5:00

520 E. Reed St. $525/month (plus electric)

HIGH-SPEED

you want more?

Advance Tickets
$30. $25 & $18

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
505 CLOUGH STREET-Behmd Kinko's

School Year ■ Two People • S565 00 per month.

Musical Arts Center's Vocal
Jazz Ensemble, as well as the
Collegiate Chorale, which is
From Page 1
an elite choir comprised of
either 15 to 20 minutes of spot- upperclassmen and gradulight. They invite casting direc- ate students. She has appeared
tors, agents, managers and in productions for American
Productions
record labels to come see you in Entertainment
and has also performed during
hopes that they like you."
A junior at the University, Cedar Point Amusement Park's
studying both music and busi- Hallowcekends. Additionally,
ness, Noe's knack for singing was Noe was called back a couple of
weekends ago for the role of Ariel
discovered at a young age.
"In second grade, I sang at in "The Little Mermaid."
Because of Noe's success and
one of my cousin's weddings. It
was the first time that my family passion for music, people have
really realized that I could sing. I asked her if she would consider
sangalong to 'Butterfly Kisses' in auditioning for "American Idol."
"I work at agym, and every day
the car all the time and then they
had me do it at the wedding," there'sthis guy that comes inand
he asks me when I'm going to be
Noe said.
Sarah Wussow has been Noe's the 'American Idol.' I've thought
accompanist for a little over a about it and I almost went just
semester. According to Wussow, last year," Noe said. "Simon and
Noe's dedication to going deeper everybody always says, 'Oh,
into the music is what sets her you're too Broadway.' But that
apart from other students. "She would be a compliment for me,
really stretches herself ... Maria 1 would love it. So I don't know if
takes it a step further and looks they'd like me or not, but I think
al it from a different angle, and is maybe I'll try eventually."
l-'or aspiring performers, Noe
not afraid to say, 'OK, well what
if my character were in this situ- has a few words of advice. "If
you really want to put yourself
ation?'"
It is obvious that music is Noe's out there, you need to be online.
life passion. "I mean, my sisters Get on Youlubc, make your own
and my parents all were musical, Web site, I'll just randomly go
so I was kind of surrounded by into a practice room with my
it," Noe said. "Music to me is like, accompanist and be like, 'OK,
my therapy, really. It helps me we're recording this song.' You
express all of the feelings at that can get positive criticism, you
can get negative criticism, but
moment in time."
Her inspiration to sing is drawn still people are watching your
videos and that's most imporfrom many sources.
"As far as music goes, t here are tant."
Students interested in experiartists that I admire, but really
I can't think of anybody I want encing the talents of Maria Noe
to be. 1 kind of always forged should visit her Web site at www.
my own path. As far as inspira- marianoe.com.
Links to her YouTube page are
tion just in my life, I'd probably
say my sisters, because my sis- provided, where videos of Noe
ter, Allison, gave me voice les- performing can be viewed.
Or, if a live performance seems
sons from second grade on and 1
really respect her opinion about more appealing, Noe just hapeverything. Every song that I'm pens to be staring in an event
doing. 1 go to her or my sister this evening.
I/icated at Moore Musical Arts
Melissa."
Additionally, Noe has been Center in Bryan Recital Hall,
influenced by several fac- Noe's performance will feature
ulty members such as lane Maury Yeston's "December
Schoonmaker Rogers and Chris Songs." The cabaret will begin
at 8 p.m.
Buzzelli at the University.
Wussow, among others, will be
"I really, really enjoy my private studies teacher, a steady accompanying Noe at the event.
"Her performance is going to
voice instructor. Dr. Rogers is
really open with me and helps take people on a journey. And
me choose my own repertoire. it's a journey that a lot of us have
We do more musical theater, been through in a relationship—
the frustrations and the trials—
cabaret and vocal jazz."
According to her Web site, and there's also going to be a lot
Noe is both a member of Moore of fun surprises," Wussow said.

SINGER

525 E. Merry St. $525/month ti.i..-. .i.-. i... i \
507 E. Merry St. $525/month (plus electric)

1
i

Newlove Rentals

1

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

1L.

L

www.newloverentals.com
.

1

1

1

(419)152-0164
""".iiniM'isiiN.uniilmi-iiiviis

• Two bedroom apartments
• Close to campus
• Tenants pay electric only
• Furnished/Unfurnished

^^
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NOT NEWLYWEDS, BUT FRIENDS

Comedy night
at the Union

CAIfNDAR OF EVENTS
Some events lakcn ftomewniibqaiedu

8 am -10:30 p.m.
Dinner Theater Ticket Sales
BTSU Information Desk

8 a m - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #9: "You Call That
Dancing"

The University's two improv groups engaged the
student crowd and made them laugh

130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space

By Eric Reed

8 a.m.-11 p.m.
Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

8 am.-11pm.
Safe Sex Never Gets Old
Union Table Space
ENOCHWU

' ' 5 pm
Graphic Design Exhibition
by Deborah Thoreson

"-

WINNERS: Fieshmen Gabfielle Chambers and Larr.se Willfcxd celebrate after surviving through the 10th round of the Newlywed Game
The two friends won a $2$ gift card lo a restaurant their of choice, and a $10 Cinemarlt card - 14 teams made up of friends and couples
competed in the event hosted by UAO yesterday.

The Little Gallery

9 am. - 5 pm.
Puppy Love Stuffed Animal
Sale
Union Table Space

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Pre-Nursing Bake Sale
Union Table Space

3 pm
Sigma Lambda Gamma
Valentine
Union Table Space

3- 6 pin
Habitat Valentine Bake Sale
Union Table Space

"The show started

Reporter

TALKING AND LEARNING: trrol and Faye Lam talk about their first experience with a multicultural focused group and how it concen-

Laugh oui loud.
Thai's what two, yes there
an- two improv comedy
groups on campus, will make
you do.
Improvisational, or improv
comedy, is where the actors
make up their jokes and
sketches on the fly and In
using suggestions from the
audience.
The two groups are The
Plastic Shatners. who have
been doing short form improv
comedy for 10 years around
Howling Green, and Bad
Genetics who do long form
i mprov comedy.
The difference between
the two types is short form
improv is more game based
skits, whereas the long form
is a series of scenes with the
suggestion from the audience
at the beginning driving the
entire act.
List night, at the Union during t he Night of I m prov, was t he
first lime the iwo groups had
ever performed together, and it
wasall thanks to the University
Activities Organization.
The show started out as
a 'Who's line' event, but we
found out that the two groups
do different forms ol improv,

out as a Who's Line'
event, but we found
out that the two
groups do different
forms of improv..."
■

so we figured wed try something with the two of them,"
Vicky Vales, senior and director ol comedy and speakers for;
UAO. said.
Before the show the audience could get to know some
of the members of The Plastic
Shatners a little better by
receiving a Kith anniversary
edition card with one of the
group members name and
some comedy stats about them
unit.
The show started with
both groups on stage doing a
' Beasiie Hap" or "battle rap to

the death."
first. The Plastic Shatners
performed
five
different
games, which included "AW
See IMPROV | Page S

trated on couples and families:

"My Children! My Africa" by
Athol Fugard
Joe E. Brown Theatre. University
Hal

8 p.m.
Bad Astronomy

Group promotes learning, recognition
through sharing experiences
Interracial couple hope for others to be accepting of mixed marriages

112 Physical Sciences Bldg.
By Brittany Washington
Reporter

8-l0pm
Latino Lovers Auction
101 Union - Black Swamp Pub

8 p.m. -12 i m
NCNW Inc. Ladies Choice
College Prom
202 Union - Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Is there a
story in the
BG News that
you've felt
you wanted
to voice your
opinion on?

Well, what
are you
waiting for?
check us out online:

bgnews.com

Although he retired from the
University over 10 years ago,
Errol Lam is still making contributions to the community,
trying to start the first organization for mixed race students
and interracial couples.
"I first thought of coming up
with a group like this a while
back when I was at a shopping
mall in Toledo. I was surrounded by many couples, the major-

ity of them being mixed and
married with children," Lam
said.
The goal for the newly formed
organization,
which
still
remains nameless, is for people
of mixed races or those involved
in an interracial relationship to
come together and hopefully
share common experiences.
I .iiii said.
He also hopes the group will
encourage others to be more
accepting and not judgmental.
hun has been in an inter-

racial marriage to wife l-'aye
for more than 20 years and
expresses wholeheartedly what
he wants students to get out of
the organization.
"I want people to realize that
interracial people do exist in
our society and that they are
an integral part of this society,
If the topic is never raised, then
we are denying that a whole
group of people don't even

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
from Qdoba!

BUY ONE ENTREE,

GET ONE FREE!
Of FER VALID 2/14A» ONLY MUST PRESENT COUPON
NOT VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS

Seo GROUP | Pane 5

February SPECIAL
5% OFF monthly market rate
Student Housing for 2009/2010

meccabg.com

FORUM
PtUPLEUN

"We worked hard to get [Obama] elected, and we're going to work
hard to get this country moving in a positive direction.
- Maria Simon. Progress BG Organizer, on Obama campaigners continuing to
campaign for Obama even after the election [see story pg. 1],
Friday. February 15.2009 4
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Do you think public figures should get in trouble when they break the law?

"Yes they're the same

'Just because they're

'I think they should get

"If you're in the spotlight

famous doesn't mean

in the same amount of

you have a responsibil-

they need to get m more

tiouble not more ot less"

ity to carry yourself in a

Have yow own take on

responsible way"

todays People On The

tiouble."

THOMAS PROVITT.
Freshman.
History

JESSE MCMILLAN.
Freshman.
Marketing Education

SHIREEN GORGIN.
Fieshman.
International Studies

CAMERON DEGRAND.

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion for
a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

'Celebrity' misdemeanors: A debate
Nobody falls from as high a perch as celebrities. I'or this week.
BG News columnists were asked to contribute opinions on
the issue of celebrities receiving public vilifications for their
crimes. The question fundamentally breaks down like this:
Is il right to bold those who are frequently in the public eye

lo higher standards, as role models or people of more civic or
social duties than others? Phil Schurrer and Kyle Schmidlin
took opposing viewpoints on this issue, and the arguments
are presented here in the first of several upcoming debates on
a range of topics.

They are only human, kinda...

American culture is in a serious slate of
emergency.
I his is tine lor a variety of reasons, but
one of tbi' must current is the downfall nl
those whom we bold in high esteem. Prom
Michael I'helps to a couple more prominent
figures here on the University campus
a
women's basketball player and the president
of Undergraduate Student Government
lulks who aren't supposed lo are finding
themselves in heaps of trouble.
For their ability lo excel in iheii respective
fields, many are held to a much higher standard than others in society. Unfortunately,
Ibis means when they make mistakes any
ordinal) citizen is just as capable of making.
they suffer tar steeper penalties.
As ii the legal ramifications of marijuana
use. lor example, weren't steep enough as
il is. when a figure in a position of prominence is caught, the figure must answer
to both the legal system and the lar more
insidious COUrl ol public opinion.
Michael I'helps is a mere 23 years old, not
much older than any average student on
this campus. For his stellar performances ai
the Olympics in 2004 and L'llllK, I'helps was
deified by the media. It's fair enough for him
to be celebrated, but godhood is a dangerous irait lo bestow upon a 23-year-old kid.

The marijuana photo also raises an interesting fallacy in mainstream American
thinking. When it first came to public light,
I'helps was immediately knocked down and
criticized because we have come to expect
such great tilings from him, and smoking
marijuana is not a great thing.
Still, there is an inverse to this argument.
Rather than saying I'helps isn't as sturdy
and immune to failure as we thought, the
media could just as easily have called into
question the veracity of our demonizadon
of marijuana. If it's good enough for a 14time Olympic gold medalist, perhaps it isn't
the wicked drug we have so long made il
out to be.
I'helps isn't the only prominent user of
marijuana, (ail Sag.in, maybe the most
famous man of science since Albert liinstein
and host of the groundbreaking I'BS series
"Cosmos,' used marijuana regularly. In
1971. he penned an article under the pseudonym "Mr. X." which advocated marijuana
use, claiming it Inspired many discoveries
and ideas.
After his unfortunate passing, he was
revealed as the author of the Mr. X article,
and nary an opinion of the man changed.
Nor should it have — America loved (ail
Sagan for his ability to express complex
scientific ideas in terms understandable by
the general public, and for pushing people
to think outside their comfort zone — not
because he was dean and sober.
So.SCHMIDUN P,igel2

A higher standard of slip up

Some of today's news, both local and
national, is focused on stories about public
figures, ranging from Alex Rodriguez to a
University basketball player, who has been
accused of wrongdoing.
One of the major points of controversy seems lo be whether these public figures should be held lo a higher standard
and subject to a higher degree of criticism merely because of their position,
as opposed lo their alleged wrongdoing.
Putting it another way, if both the U.S.
president and a University student were
accused of the same infraction, should
both be subject lo an identical amount of
coverage, commentary and scrutiny?
The fail is, whether the individual is a
governor, a president or a basketball or
baseball player, those in the public limelight are — and should he — held lo a
higher standard of conduct.
Public officials and public figures have a
duty to set an example. Like it or not, they
are role models and, as such, these people
have a special responsibility to society.
Although some may point oul dial public
figures achieved their stains through hard
work, luck or whatever, il is irrelevant how
they attained their fame. People in the
public spotlight are accountable to a spe-

cial degree, ex officio — merely because of
their position.
Even the law recognizes that public figures are subject lo higher standards. In
1964, the U.S. Supreme Court decided a
case (New York Times v. Sullivan) that has
become a landmark in the long line of First
Amendment litigation. The court ruled
public officials or public figures could only
prevail in libel cases if they can prove
actual malice." In other words, high-profile people are held to a higher standard
than the average person in seeking relief
from I i IK-Inns statements.
Some may play the egalitarian card;
everyone is equal, so the thinking goes,
so everyone should be treated equally. A
U.S. president should be treated no differently than, say. a University student if both
were guilty of the same transgression. We
should all he held lo the same standard
of review and similar deviations from the
"straight and narrow" by anyone, regardless of position, should be subject lo criticism and scrutiny of equal Intensity and
proportion.
On the surface, this approach seems
fair and equitable. It has one major flaw:
il ignores reality. The problem is that
although we're all equal before the law, we
all rise lo different levels, have differing
amounts of impact and influence and have
different levels of responsibility. And the
reality is the court of public opinion can
See SCHURRER | Page 12

Travelin' the Globe:
When traveling, Murphy's Law is the only thing that will hold true
canceled because ol the weather.

Greece — Its got
groove, its got meaning Greece is
the time, is tin- plan- is the motion.
(ireece is the waj we are feeling.
I totally am Ii -cling Greece right
now — its food, its transportation,
its culture and its style in the winter
an1 chanicicrisrics thai are always
SWKIKIXI.

apparent
I was waiting for a ferry to take my
friends and I Ixick lo the mainland
i ho|X' I actually am on the main
land now] because we have a flight
at I p.m. Our scheduled ferry was

luckily there was another leaving
Sanlorini later in the evening so we
wen-able to catch that one.
But anomer weather cancellation!
lust afia I submitted my column
last week, my llighl from Dublin to
Salzburg gol canceled.
Il wasn't just my flight iliat had
problems; like in the lase of my
flight from London to IXiblin. by
the end of the night, every flighl sine
a handful of really short trips was
canceled

Wbnderfui
So I s|)ent tlie night in the I hihlin
aiqmn. I had ho|xxl thai would lie
my last awkward sleeping expert
ence, but here comes No 2: a night
on a fem:
\ side note on ibis fcrrv is ncuv

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with vis for letters to the editor:

sary. because ii is not what I piclurcd at all. I imagined die ferry to be
something like the ferry boats dial
take you from Fremont lo South
Itiss Island in hike Brie The ferry
fmm "Mamma Mia!" also came lo
mind, but I knew it wouldn't lie like
dial.
Instead this ferry was huge. It was
many decks tall and was really long
It was like a cniise ship cut in lialf.
Bui in Sanlorini, the weather
isn'i bad so the cancellalion was
because of weadier between here
and Piraeus, an Athenian suburb. (Xir ferry wasn't able lo leave
Piraeus, which is why we couldn't
lca\ e here.
Al least I was able lo get my
money tack for my canceled flight.
But liccause that flight was canceled,
I missed my flight from Vienna lo
Athens In order to get lo Athens.
I purchased a flight online for last
Friday from Dublin to rrankfurt to
\thens

This was with Iuflhansa, as
opposed lo a cheap airline like I used
for my bunion and Dublin journey
and for this journey to Athens.
1 will most likely avoid cheap
flights again at all costs. They really
an¥ no frills and everything seemed
just a bit shady to me. But if you
are willing to take die chance, airlines like RyanAir and Sky Europe
tan gel you places cheaper. Though
you haw to pay to Ixxik a seat and
check luggage, you incur high taxes,
and you quite often pay an extra fee
when paying with credit card.
The flight attendants on my
liifthansa flighl wen extremely
helpful and courteous. 1 received
food on both flights Even the pilot
was concerned about gelling us out
of the Dublin airport
We wailed 00 the plane for an

bout and a half because we needed
to be de-iced and towed fmm our
hoarding gate to the runway
Then was roughly an inch of

snow/ice everywhere at the airport,
which is what canceled all the fligl its.
Fortunately my flight, which was
scheduled lo leave al 6:45 am. and
finally left al 830 am, was able to
leave, tofe were one of the last three.
Through all of this 1 have learned
thai no matter how well you plan
something, theres never any way
lo know everything will work out.
Transportation can be late or leave
early or be canceled entirely.
Having few exlra funds Ls also Dot
a bad idea. I haw had to purchase
an additional flight and an additional ferry ticket, and I haw a train
tickei and a flight I didn't use, bough
I am going to try to get my money
back for the Vienna lo Adiens flight.
I know I wont lx- doing much traveling after this trip thanks to the
additional expenses I've limned,
hut dial's life
Bui even through all thus I had a
good time. Sanlorini Ls wry pleasant, even in the offseason.

The only unpleasant part was the
number of stray dogs dial followed
us around everywhere. One of the
dogs followed us for rouglity four
hours.
That time period included a hike
up and down a mountain and a
break at a restaurant. The dog
climbed die mountain with us and
waited oulside die restaurant We
couldnt believe it
Adiens was fantastic, especially
since I heard from a handful of
people who didn't really enjoy their
time there. The view from and of die
Acropolis was incredible to belxild.
There arc so many stories from
this trip I will always remembg
because they will be so hand to forget.
Widioui a doubt Greece Ls the
moment

—Hes/xjiul lo Alison at

theneuaSbmunoam.

■ E-mail us at thenews<*>bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
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IMPROV
From Page 3
where two performers had to
start each sentence with next
letter of the alphabet, a game
that would be very familiar to
anyone that has watched the
television show "Who's Line Is
It Anyway?"
After The Plastic Shatners
performed their first set of
games, Had Genetics took the
stage.
The first act was started
with the audience suggested
word "monsoon."
With this, one of the group
members would get up and
tell a true life story that came
to mind when they beard the
word. After their story was over
the entire group would get up
and perform a scene based on
that story, and then proceed to
do another two scenes loosely
based on the suggested word
or story told about the word.
The two improv groups
traded off so that each group
took the stage three times.
The show ended with both
groups on stage together doing
"The World's Worst Quotes
and Famous Quotes" based
on suggestions from the audience.

"It was spectacular.
THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

I liked how it
showed the two

7

different styles our
groups have."

2 7
3
9
1 8
7
4 9

Jaied Miller | Director of Bad Genetics
The audience showed its
appreciation for the comedy
by giving the two groups a
huge round of applause.
It was a successful show for
both groups.
"It was spectacular. I liked
how it showed the two different styles our groups have.
lared Miller, sophomore and
director of Bad Genetics, said.
While the two groups don't
have anymore shows planned
together at the moment. Bad
Genetics has another show,
The I-acebook Show, on l-'cb. 20
at the Founders Food Court.
Director of The Plastic
Shatners, Pat Mahood said
don't fear about never seeing the two groups perform
together again, though.
"If we don't do another show
together this year, we'll at least
make it a yearly tradition," be
said.

3
3 4 5
7
8

5

4
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AUDIENCE ON STAGE: Two members of the audience (far left and far right) help two
members of The Plastic Shatners perform the game "Moving People"

2
SUDOKO

To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
PiajiSum sudoku ami win prizes at-

PRIZESU00KU.COM
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FREESTYLE: Jared Miller, director of the Bad Genetics, begins the game "Beastie Rap" where
all the participants must break up into two teams and try to keep a rap going from a one word

GROUP
From Page .3
exist," he said.
He added he is hoping
that eventually more students will begin to attend
meetings and take over the
group so it becomes a stu-

PROGRESS
h:

Alpha Phi Omega, a service
fraternity at the University.
"That was amazing to see
that kind of outpouring from
the community," he said. "It
was kind of mind boggling how
much food came in. We had
cars and vans and trucks full
of food."
Simon said the food drive
went so well and so many people wanted to give even after
it was over that there is still a
box for donations at Grounds for
Thought in downtown Bowling
Green.
Apart from being service oriented, no one really knows what
direction Progress BG will go
next. Right now the members
are just bouncing ideas off one
another and trying to think of
ways to stay involved and make
Bowling Green a better place to
live, Simon said.
Last Saturday, about 50 people met at Grounds for Thought
to discuss the stimulus package
and ways they could get involved
and let lawmakers know what
they think is important.
"IProgress BG'sl identity still
hasn't been completely established," Simon said. "We're just
sort of telling our own stories to
each other and listening to each
other and learning from each
other."
Michael Hale, another organizer for the group, said one
of his main goals is simply to
get people more involved in
the political process. Hale is
a writing instructor at Owens
Community College, and part
of his work with Progress BG

dent-run organization.
For his first meeting,
Lam read aloud a poem by
Maria Root titled "Bill of
Rights for Racially Mixed
People."
Students then
analyzed the poem to find
a part that reminded them
of something they could
relate to or a common

has been teaching people how
to write letters to their representatives and how to form arguments on paper.
"I really enjoy being a teacher?
but I also find activism to be
very enjoyable," he said. "It's a
way that I blend my worlds."
Hale said he also hopes the
group can help keep the Obama
administration accountable.
Obama made a lot of promises
during the campaign, he said,
and Progress BG can help make
sure he follows through with
them.
"It's not just him speaking to
us, but us speaking to him as
well. We want to be able to have
that line of communication."

FACING OFF: Members ol Bad Genetics, a long-form improv comedy troupe, perform
part of their scene during a joint improv comdey show featuring both die long-form comedy troupe and the short-form comedy troupe. The Plastic Shatners.

experience.
Clinical psychology grad
student
Alexis
Ilamill
expressed much interest in
the poem and also took a
lot from the meeting.
"I found a clear connection between this discussion about mix races and
the line of work I want logo

into," she said. "I encourage others who also want
to be |a| therapist to attend
these meetings regularly."
The next meeting will be
held Feb. 26 at 7 p.m. in
Room 222 in the Union. For
more information, contact

lirrol Lam at rlam&dacor.
net.

PET FRienDLV HOUSES
flUMLABLE Fflll 2009
Burrwood Subdivision
• 3 & 4 Bedroom Houses
• 1 -2 Car garages w/automatic openers
• Microwaves, garbage disposals, dishwashers
• Washer & dryer in every home
• Walk-in closets, ample storage
• 2 blocks from campus w/shuttle service
• Starting at SI200.00 (limit 3 people)

THE FLOWER
BASKET
■ BG
410 352 6395
nowoiooi'P'C'wcnei org

Whisper of
love S49 95

Garden of
love $32 95

Rod roses.
while and pink
geibe ia daisies
BH a ruDv ied
glass vase that is
accented
with whispers ot
DaDics otod'n

A Deauti'iji
spring miiol
red. whit© and
pink tulips.
accented wllho
bright tea heart
Dings a garden
o' tovo to votl'
Valentine

Hii«t i.vi ( IS i/v mi AIK
We nov* rci#» #> a wwxJiviW aray o*

You make my heart I
You are
leap ..S21.9S
unique ..$29.95
Your voientino
- luo Oi
this arrangmet
ot ted tulips
tuc'od mto a ted
cylinder vase and
SUfrounaod ov
white darsov s
and romantic
white tune

A trog. a
delightful ptn*
trog no leu. >s
hanging on to
a Dud vase ot
? pink roses
leaping into
vou< vaiontrno's
heart with a
Dig smiie

Star' your Valentine weekend off rignt. send a beautiful
bouquet of romantic 'lowers on Friday!
•/ WE DELIVER AND ACCEPT MASTER CARD AND VISA

SUPERCENTER

ALWAYS LOW PRICES

'MX
Offering you all of you
Valentine's Day needs!
131 West Gypsy Lane
352-3776

Ahr %il\ AVAIIULl

Free Delivery <»50m«)
Open 4pm weekdays. Lunch, weekends

203 N MAIN BG
419 352 5166

C«I!Nl«IA». INC.

MART

PBKT*"'

"Heart-Shaped"
Pizza

445 E. Wooster St.

Bowling Green, OH
43402
419-352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

H OPEN 24 HOURS

®
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
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W£ invite you
to worship
with us
and look
forward to
meetingyou
soon!

;

. I

He gave out FREE food

... and so do we!
TUESDAYS

@

7:00PM

begi„s $.P,emb.r 2

Come. Eat. Laugh. Socialize. Learn. Dinner followed by Bible Study.
■ St. John's Church is on the corner of Wooster & Mercer
^f 419.353.0881
WWW.STJ0HNSBG.ORG
Rev. Dr. Michael Malanga
Senior Pastor

^_^.

C Bowling Green

ovenant

SERVICE
1O:00A.M.

f^hurch

\^11U1V.II

Real God...
Real People.
1165 Haskins Road
email: office@bgcovenant.org

419.352.8483
www.bgcovenant.org

St. Aloysius

f Catholic Church
We're on the corner of Summit & Clough St.

y
MAKE YOURSELF
AT HOME

(419)352-4195
WEEKEND MASSES
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8, 10, and 12 NOON

Kappa Phi Club

EXPLORE YOUR FAITH
WFIFRF YOU'LL
IU ONI Ol Fill! FAMILY

ORGANIZATION 01

Christian Women
United in friendship and a common search for high values.

St. Mark's
Lutheran Church
Rev. Dale Schaefer
Rev. DarreM Cousino
www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
35 South College
Bowling Green
(419)353-9305

Traditional services held each
Sunday morning at 8:30 and 11 a.m.
Contemporary service at 11 a.m.
Casual service Saturdays at 5 p.m.
Bible Study

Rirv~-+
a)IV

■Ky
~^

'lTiis national organization is a unique, closely knit sisterhood
with spiritual growth and preparation for Christian leadership
,is Us liasiv Because of otir grerk name, we may appear as a
social sorority, however our purpose makes it a different and
unique club. Our pledge period provides the opportunity for
each prospective member to learn more about the Club and
give service to the church, the campus, and the community.
CONTACT is Al

www.freewebs.com/kappaphi
Meeting Time | Mondays at 7:30pm | msU
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WHAT TO DO

A bittersweet holiday

IN TOWN
My Children!
My Africa!

This Valentine's Day, single students are not alone

Today, tomorrow and
Sunday at the Joe
E. Brown Theatre in
University Hall, The

By Stephanie Spcncar
ftiseRepoler

Department of Theatre
and Film will perform the

Singles unite.
Pop In Beyom e's Single ladies (Put A Ring On
It],' light a candle for a dinner for one and rejoice in
solitude lor singles'Awareness Day.
like (estivus, the holiday "for the rest of us" cd-

controversial play by Athol
Fugard. Tickets are $12 for
students.

ebrated by George Costanza on "Seinfeld," singles'
Awareness Day was created in the minds of the
desperate and broken-hearted as an alternative to
Valentin1'. Day
\o tine knows the exact origin, but maybe it was
just a twinkle in the eye of one single and the bitter tears from another tltat helped in creating the

dream
One year ago. Chris Selleck had renounced his
singlehood.
I le bought his girlfriend at the time cards protesting his undying love and enjoyed a romantic
evening on Feb. 14
Km now single again, Selleck has not forgotten
his Singles' Awareness Day roots.
On campus at the University of Toledo, he was a
crusader for love lost
On one occasion he and his friends printed black
T-shins that said SAD. and sported the tagline,
"when hell and holiday collide."

Danielle de Niese
Tomorrow at 8 p.m. in
Kobacker Hall, spend
Valentine's Day with
soprano Danielle de Niese
who has appeared with
the Netherlands Opera
and recently signed a

See SINGLES Page 8

recording contract with
Decca Records. Advanced
tickets range from $18
-$50.

TOLEDO
Vagina
Monologues
Tomorrow at 8 p.m. at
the Owens Community
College Center for Fine
and Performing Arts, the
Toledo Repertoire Theatre
will perform the episodic
play about real women's
stories of intimacy, vulnerability and self-discovery.
Order tickets by calling
419-243-9277.

%

Valentine's
Day Comedy
Explosion
Tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. at
the Stranahan Theater,

Punchdrunk love; band sparks
a flame at Howard's Club H
ByMattLiuM
Puke Reporter

From their funky beats to their
catchy melodies, their deliciously
entertaining lyrics to their savvy
style. Hot Love is ready to celebrate one fun Valentine's Day.
Howard's Club H, located in
downtown Bowling Green, is
opening their doors and welcoming Hot Love, a six-piece band
consisting of Matt Alexander
with guitar and vocals, Heather
Revill on drums and vocals, Scott
"Heartbreaker"Harknessonbass,
Kevin Woodland, Ted Truman
and Cory Christ.
. Although it's not the first time
they have played at Howard's, it's
their first Valentine's Day performance, and they are welcoming
all the lovers to come out for a fun
night.
1 lot Love came together in the
summer of 2006 when Alexander
and Revill met while playing for
two different bands. After contemplating starting their own
duo band, they met the other
band members and things began

Reaping the
benefits of love in
Bowling Green
Valentine's Day specials around town
Compiled by Laura Lea Caracciolo

Baked Goods
The Cookie Jar:

PHOTO PROVIDED

■ 14-inch heart-shaped cookie cake with frosted message included
for $25 comes in everyday cookie flavors
■ Catered cookie packages. $25 for an individually-wrapped box
■ Chocolate-covered strawberry dark chocolate cookie with hot
fudge in the center and fresh strawberry on top $35 for a box of 15

DO YOU LOVE ME: The funky band known as 'Hoi Love' plays then first Valentine's Day
show tomorrow at Howard's Club H

to bloom. Hot Love is a fun band
looking to put smiles on faces
and, according to Alexander, to
make people "listen to the music
and lyrics and be uncomfortable
and make them feel something in
their gut that they haven't felt in a
longtime... in a good way."

The one thing people should
know about Hot Love is they are
also looking to have a good time.
So, for anyone looking to buy
any of the band members a shot
See BAND] Page 8

Myles' Baker Street:
■ Date Night Special: each person gets a cookie, strawberry crush
soda and a carnation for $10
■ Conversation heart shape cookies three for $2.50
■ Chocolate dipped strawberries: Small $2.50 and Large $3.00
■ Strawberry shortcake $5
■ Dark chocolate and white chocolate mousse cups $4.95
■ Heart-shaped cheesecakes for $3 50
■ Heart-shaped bundt cakes for $5

■ Cr&me brulee for two. $7.50

the Valentine's Day
Comedy Explosion event
will feature acts from

Stimmels Market:
■ Heart-shaped sugar cookies. 99 cents per cookie or $9.99 a dozen

Arnez J, Earthquake
and more. Tickets range
from $34.50-$38.50.

Pizza
Campus Pollyeyes:

ELSEWHERE

■ Heart-shaped Pizzas on request, large pizza with one item for $12

Maumee
This weekend is the final

Pisanello's:

chance to check out the
Copper Bead Show at
Bonita Bead Boutique,
located on Conant Street.

ROTTENTOMATOESCOM

HE LOVES ME, HE LOVES ME NOT: Ben Affleck and Jennifer Aniston are two of the many high-profile cast members of the movie
adaptation of Greg Behrendts best-selling novel, 'He's Just Not That Into You"

■ Heart-shaped Pizzas: $10.25 for a large pizza with one item

Bars

The location is a full-service bead shop offering a
selection of beads, tools.
. homemade jewelry and
instructional classses.

Check out the CD review
of Snow Patrol's recent

Crowded cast clutters big-screen
adaptation of hit romance book .
By AATOH rtantt^rtch
HmGttc

album at bgnews.com

THEY SAID IT
"Most rock journalism
is people who can't
write interviewing
people who can't talk
for people who can't
read."
; -Frank Zappa

There's a lot to like about the new
romantic comedy "He's Just Not
That Into You." The film features a
powerhouse cast in a whirlwind of
emotionally realistic stories. For as
marketable and engaging as these
actors were in their respective
roles, they were no help to a script
that gave attention to the wrong
characters.
Although portrayed with perfection by Ginnifer Goodwin, the
main narrator Gigi has such an
annoying need to have a boyfriend
that any gender would be running
in the opposite direction. Her per-

sistent dating tactics apparently
arent enough to shoo away Alex
(Justin Long), who feels he can provide her with a better approach. As
her narrative is weaved with more
engaging stories chronicling similar struggles in dating communication, it's hard to tolerate the
attention put on her.
Other stories feature more relatable situations, lennifer Aniston
portrays Beth who has dreamed
of getting married her whole life.
Instead she is stuck outside the
bonds of matrimony in a relationship with a man (Ben Affleck), who
is happy being a committed couple in love. Aniston does a beautiful job displaying her character's

emotions without becoming overbearing. Affleck is equally as powerful as the man of her dreams
who exhibits a true love for Beth
while simply having an untraditional approach to marriage. Their
story came nowhere near to the
amount of screen-time it deserved
but still managed to provide the
most memorable scenes in the
film.
Some other memorable but
poorly developed stories include
an endearing lennifer Connelly as
a woman struggling to retain her
marriage with a cheating husband
See MOVIE | Page 8

Beckett's:
■ Heart Bomb: orange and cherry vodka, red bull and grenadine
— $2.50 a shot

Restaurants/Cafes
Sam B's:
■ Prime Rib: 12oz for $21.99 and a 16oz for $25.99
■ Bellini cocktails with champagne, vodka and juice — $4.50

Starbucks:
■ Valentine's Day cupcakes in three flavors — red velvet, double
chocolate, vanilla bean — $4.95 for a pack of four

Uraku:
■ Free regular or green tea ice cream for couples only

See SPECIALS | Page 8
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SINGLES
From Page 7

PHOTO PROVIDED
DRAMATIC PAUSE: Mi M. played by Dean Brysoci. moderates a debate about South
Attica's luture between Thami Mbih»ana. Charles Dent, and Isabel Dyson. Katrina Milnes

University theater
department portrays
litical struaales
By Ricl...rd Chandler
Theater Critic

lusl weeks after the United
Slates inaugurated its first
African-American president,
die University' Theatre and I'ilm
department will stage Athol
lugard's apartheid drama. "Mv
Children! My Africa!"
The play, which will open
with three consecutive B p.m.,
calls beginning this I'riday and
will conclude with 2 p.m. matinees this Saturday and Sunday,
focuses on the struggles of three
characters in apartheid-era South
Africa.

Directing the play will be
Assistant Professor Kileen CherryChandler.
"I want to be tme to my own
vision." she said regarding her
University directorial debut.
Cherry-Chandler is aware of
the significance that timing plays
in the play's staging, "Americans
have a difficult time talking about
race. I think that's our next stage,"
she said.
She is sensitive to the controversy stemming from the perspective of the author, a white
man.
"Can a white man who benefitted from apartheid effectively
write about black characters?"

she asked.
Her opinion on the matter,
though somewhat ambivalent,
seemed affirmative, "It depends
on wiiat they are saying, on their
capacity to empathize."
Ultimately, to Cherry-Chandler,
Fugard's play represents among
other things "the negotiation of
identity and how people work
within a movement."
Katrina Milnes, a senior theater
major playing the role of Isabel,
also notes the importance of
identity in the play.
"In most plays, the central
character undergoes a change
around an ensemble that stays
the same," she said "This play
has three actors, that's it; we ail
change throughout the plot."
The intimate play represented
a new challenge for Milnes, who
had previously acted primarily in
ensemble casts. "Without one of
the characters, this show wouldn't
work," she said.
Regarding Isabel, which Milnes
considers her first major role, she
said, "The challenge is to make
her believable, to keep the audience interested."
Milnes. like Cherry-Chandler,
appreciates the social significance
of the play. "The goal of the play is
to bring awareness to an issue, to
spark dialogue," she said.

Mostly, lie says, it's just for fun.
"It's a fun thing to do to show
how much we hate this holiday."
ScUecksaid.
S A lily, Selleck was ridiculed
for his beliefs.
"Usually people just make fun
of you and think you're lame."
he said.
With its ironic acronym, SAD.
can Ix- observed on any of the
three days near Valentine's Day
— the 13th. 14th or 15th.
Here in Rowling Green, floral
designer at Klotz greenhouse.
I jnda 1 lenry, is not aware of the
holiday, but creates bouquets
for friends and family during
Valentine's Day.

"I would say that it does happen, but it's hard to say how many
orders exactly," she said.
Singlesawarenessday.com suggests going above and beyond
romantic love as well.
The Web site offers ideas like
visiting hospitals or volunteering
elsewhere in the community to
help those in need of a little tenderness.
And it's always fun to wallow
in spite.
More poignant than flowers,
Despair, Inc. has come up with a
line of Bitlersweets, heart-shaped
tins bearing conversation candy
hearts with cynical messages
inside.
Itir S10, the edible hearts read
"Booty lnfton", "DIGNITY FREE"
and "CelibH THX2U" in assorted
colors and flavors.

Maybe one of these options will
catch Chris Selleck's eye this year,
but bet he won't be twiddling his
thumbs at home this weekend.
"I hate Sweetest Day and
Valentine's Day, it's a whole lot of
mess for something that is already
complicated enough," he said.
A new report published by UC
Berkeley has found that even
singles arc not alone anymore
statistically.
Outnumbering those in relationships, 92 million Americans
above 18 are unmarried, roughly 42 percent of the entire population, which also doesn't count
those divorced or widowed.
So maybe in the next few
years, those in an actual couple will be in the minority, and
being single will become the
new black... heart.

"Honestly, Heather
and I were drinking,
working on our first
couple of songs..."

it must lie kitty porn.'" Alexander
said. "Heather wasn't down with
singing Ithose words] in a song,
so we changed the words to 'if it
looks like hot love, tastes like hot
love, it must be hot love.'"
Alexander added they liked
the new lyrics so much they
decided to use it as their name
and make the song "Hot Love"
their theme song.
Valentine's Day should be
a fun time to enjoy with your
significant other, and why not

BAND
From Page 7

or two. they will probably not
decline, for that is where they get
some of their inspiration, according to Alexander.
They even came up with the
name Hot Dove while intoxicated.
"1 lonestly. I leather and I were
drinking, working on our first
couple of songs and watching

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Malt Alexander | buitar si

Taw And Order.' There was a
scene where the old guy said in
his semi-witty tone, 'if it looks like
kitty porn, smells like kitty porn,
of red tulips tucked into a red
cylinder vase and surrounded
by white daises and romantic
white tulle — $29.95
You Make My Heart Leap:
pink frog hanging onto a
bud vase of two pink roses
- $21.95

SPECIALS
From Paqe 7

Easy Street Cafe:
■ 12 oz. rib eye steak with whiskey peppercorn sauce, $21.99
■ Fried shrimp dinner, $12.99
(double points for all rewards
customers)

Novelty Stores
Coyote Beads:
■ Bead My Valentine workshop
on Saturday 10:50 a.m. - 12:30
p.m. and 1-3 p.m. — $10 (you
also make personalized cards
to give with the gift)

Flowers
Flower Basket:
■ Whispers of Love: red roses,
white and pink gerber daises in
a ruby red glass vase accepted
with whispers of babies breath
- $49.95
■ Garden of Love: a beautiful
spring mix of red. white and
pink tulips accented with a
bright red heart — $22.95
■ You Are Unique: arrangement

SINGLES FACTS
According to the United States
Census
■ Singles Awareness Day
(SAD.) can be celebrated
Feb. 13-15.
■ Unmarried and Single
Americans Week was started by the Buckeye Singles
Council in Ohio in the mid80s and normally occurs
mid-September.
■ 92 million- the number of
single Americans in 2006-is
42% of the population.
■ 904-the number of dating
services nationwide as of
2002.

enjoy it with a great show? Hot
Love has expressed their excitement in ways not suitable to be
reported in The Pulse, so an
interesting night could occur,
all in all. And they do vow to be
a little drunk.
Another task for anyone planning on being at I loward's Club
H tomorrow night at 9 p.m. is to
look at all of the graffiti in the
unisex bathroom. Hot Love may
have been responsible for a little
bit of it.

MOVIE

Letter Grade: BR.ited PG-13 for sexual content and
brief strong language.

From Paqe 7

(Bradley Cooper). Even Drew
Barrymoic gives some important laughs as a character trying to find assistance in the new
world of online dating. Overall
these actors did give audiences
something to talk about, but
it was at the expense of other
unworthy characters.
"He's Just Not That Into You"
provides a unique look into the
reasons why there are so many
misinterpretations between the
sexes. All of the performances
were rich with bclievability and

Runtime: 129 min.
Starring: Ginnifer Goodwin. Kevin
Connolly. Scarlett Johansson. Bradley
Cooper. Justin Long. Ben Affleck,
Jennifer Connelly. Jennifer Anislon and
Drew Barrymore.
Directed by Ken Kwapis.

tense with their underlying
emotions. While the film takes
on an ambitious load of stories
that are sure to satisfy' many
romantic appetites, there arc
others you just might not be
tli.it into.

ON THE RECORD

Happy Badger:

What are you listening to on your music player?

■ Romance candles: package of
four for $4.50
■ Fair-trade chocolate for 68
cents each
■ Organic lollipops for 25 cents
■ Sensuality and aphrodisia

Dude if
f

we lived at
Copper Beech...

Rachel Wagner
Junior
Cincinnati. Ohio

3. Britney Spears — "Circus"
4. John Mayer — "Say"
5. Madonna — "Like a Prayer*

1. Kings of Leon — "Use
Somebody"
2. Beyonce — "Halo"

"I II definitely always pick rock
'n' roll over anything else."

...we would have
a dishwasher!

We really do have it all.
> FREE Internet
> FREE cable

..we would have
furniture!

> Spacious living
at a reasonable price

> FREE private shuttle

> 4 bedroom townhouses
start at $310 per person

> Private baths
in each bedroom

> and so much more...

> Available furnished
or unfurnished
> Shuttle service to bars on
Friday & Saturday nights

..we wouldn't be sharing
a bathroom!

I^LWK

PB IM » "F m aMt-P^VanJ
.we wouldn't be sitting
in this laundromat!

'
...we would have
peace and quiet!

Qvver ]$eech

T O W N I I C) M 1;
COMMUNITIES, LLP

2057 Napoleon Rd •419-353

1300

SPORT
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JDPOOlEY
ALL SMILES: After winning the US. Figure Stating Championships. Alissa Czisny will

CARLYRIEPENHOFF HALEIGH BEILSTEIN
Junior outfielder

Sophomore infielder

HAYLEYWIEMER
Senior pitcher

KARMEN COFFEY
Junior utility

KATELYNN BOSO

perform in the world championships next month

Sophomore catcher

Czisny ready
for world
championships
LAUREN ROCKICH
Sophomore catcher

MELISSA BOTT
Sophomore pitcher

LINDSAY ARNEY
Soph-,- ire utility

MELISSA WEST
Freshman infielder

RACHEL DELP

RACHEL PROEHL

SUSAN SONTAG

Sophomo'e rn'ielder

Freshman outfielder

Junior outfielder

MISSY BOWMAN

ZADA LINES

Sophomore outfielder

SHANNON SALSBURG

Sophomore pitcher

Head coach

WITH ONLY ONE SENIOR AND DETERMINED TO WIN
THE MAC, THIS YEAR'S YOUNG FALCON SOFTBALL
TEAM WILL HAVE TO

.TEP
to the plate

By Andrew Harner
Sports Editor

ning the U.S. Figure Skating
Championships in Cleveland

this January.
living in a fast-paced world
filled with lots of figure skating, training and school work.
Alissa Czisny finally had a
moment to realize what it all
has led to.
"Coming back here to
Bowling Green today actually made me think about
where I've come from and all
the long hours that my family and I have put in the car
driving to Detroit to skate and
train," Czisny said yesterday.
"It's turned out with amazing
results."
Those amazing results
came in the form of win-

"Cleveland, for me, was a
relief to finally win a competition, but also finally time I
was read) to win a competition." Czisny said.
That win had been a long
time coming for Czisny as she
had made eight appearances
at the national level, coming
away with a bronze medal in
2007. She finished ninth the
next year before her performance this yen
By winning the event this
year, Czisny will be skating in
See CZISNY | Page 10

Falcons beat Toledo
for 21st straight win
Four Falcons score in double digits for
Falcons in 70-53 rout of arch-rival Toledo
By Jason Jonas
Assistant Sports Editor

Hie women's basketball team
took the floor last night against
the University of Toledo, and
beat the Rockets 70-53 to complete the BCi sweep of UT in the
2009 rivalry week.
BG, 21-2 (10-0 Mid-American
(/inference] got off to a fast start
against UT, 13-10 (7-3 MAC).
Following a 4-4 start to the game,
the Falcons exploded for an 11 -0
nin behind the inspired play of
len Uhl and Tracy Pontius.
"It's a big threat having more'
then one player being able to

score." Pontius said. "It shows
other tciuns that they can't locus
on one player."
I lowever. as is to be expected
in a rivalry game, especially one
of this magnitude, in didn't
fold.
UT banled back the entire
hall, but couldn't close the gap
completely despite coming
close several times.
At one point in a mini comeback by the Rockets, Uhl chased
down a loose ball, and as she fell
out of bounds, threw the pass to
See WIN | Page 11

making the most of her starting opportunity
By Jason Jonas
Assistant Sports Editor

By Paul Barney
Reporter

Dust off the old mitt, lace up the cleats and apply a fresh coating of eye
black, it's time for BG Softball.
Led by third year head coach Shannon Salsburg, the softball team
will get its 2009 campaign underway today as they take part in the
UCF-Early Bird Tournament in Orlando, Ha.
The Falcons will open the weekend tourney against North Florida
at 1:00 p.m. followed by a night game with Bradley at 7:30. Day two
will feature the Falcons taking on South Carolina ai 11:00 a.m. and
Texas-Arlington at 3:30 p.m. The team will then conclude their season
opening weekend Sunday against Kansas at 1:00 p.m.
As with last year, the Falcons were picked to finish second in the
Mid-American Conference Fast division in the coach's preseason poll,
behind 2008 MAC champions Kent State. Despite what the poll predicted, coach Salsburg has all the confidence in her team.
"I expect us to 100 percent compete for the MAC Tournament
Championship," Salsburg said. "I expect us to get better each week
which is something that we have done in my first two years here."
Although young, the Falcons enter the season with a lot of experience. The team returns 11 players from a year ago. including
senior co-captain, three-time first team All-MAC selection and Academic Ail-American Hayley Wiemer.
With everything she has achieved during
her time in a Falcons uniform, Wiemer
will be a key role in the team's
success this season.
"She's a fantastic
leader,"
Salsburg

When Jen Uhl was inserted into
the staning lineup two games
ago. she did the same thing she
lias all season: step up when her
team needed her too.
For the first 21 games of the
season, Uhl. a sophomore, started die game on the bench and
played sparingly for BG.
then, came the suspension
of junior Niki McCoy. McCoy,
a starter for the first 21 games,
was second on the team in scoring and rebounding. With BG in
the thick of their Mid-American
Conference West swing, some

Jen
Uhl
Scored 14 points
against Toledo
last night

wondered if the Falcons would
fair well in her absence,
Against Western Michigan,
the McCoy-less Falcons gave
their critics some ammunition,
just slipping by the Broncos in

overtime 79-77.
"When we lost Niki, everyone
See UHL ! Page 11

Falcons host
Ferris State in
final home series
By Ethan Magoc
Rtpoitw

At one point this season BG's
hockey team was second in
the nation in total shots.
The first team?
Fellow Central Collegiate
Hockey Association opponent
I orris State, a team that will
travel to the BGSU Ice Arena
this weekend for BG's last full
home series.
ETHAHMAGOC I THE BG NEWS

See SOFTBALL | Page 10

DOWN: Kevin Schmidt and the Fakons
haven't had much to cheer about recently

See HOCKEY | Page 11
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Women's
track heading

to All-Ohio
By Christophtr Rambo

Reporter

ETHAN MAGOC

MBGNEWS

IT REALLY WORKS: Wisha Yee (left) and Sarah Burston arc iwo of the veietans the coaching staff is hoping will encourage the younger
S trial the tapering process does wofk

Tapering process beginning
for Falcons swimmers
By John Lopez
Reporter

i inafly some much deserved rest
\llcr months (>f swimming! ACT
30 miles a week the falcon swim
team is in die midst of a much
deserved reprieve in ailtieipation
nf the tipnnniiii; Mid-American
(Conference (hampionships.
The falcons' coaching stall
uses a (raining lactic known as
tapering; where exercise is gradually decreased, building energy in
anticipation ol a big meet. As far
as pliilosophy goes, the falcons'
ro.uhiiig stall trains dillerent than
any other team in the \ I \(
Assistant coach Mark floward
and head coach Keri Hull', who
have trained under Olympic
coaches throughout their careers,
have used the tactics they have
learned to help the falcons sue
ceed in thepooL
The coaching staff's philosophy
of training hard during the sea
son and breaking down the girls'
muscles, onfj to build them back
up before a big meet has proven
successful thus far.
lastycar.wchadgiilsdropmajor
time at the MAC Championship,''
Howard said,
"Ninety percent ol what we do

is about pushing the girls through
grueling and punishing sunns
throughout the year."
We Haiti hard tin' endre year,"
I loward continued When other
teams back off before dual meets,
we wont, We teach that you can
only replace hard work with more
hard work.''
The philosophy is quite a gamble, sacrificing wins at dual meets
in order to be as last as |iossiblc
al (he end ol the season can be a
lough sell, especially for freshmen
who have never experienced ihe
tapering process, "Swimming in
college has been totally different
from high school.' said freshman
Sarah Reinink "Swirrirning is as
much of a menial game as it is
physical We jusi have to realize
that all the hard work and lime
we have put in over the past live
months is paying off"while we are
tapering."
And with the help ol team veterans, the freshmen seem to be
embracing the tapering.
Ihe uppeic lassmen have done
a lol lo keep me going in my tired
state.' freshman Katie Mfomack
said, "Whenever I want to give up
they push me further and lei me
know it will just keep getting better."
I ven sophomore I i/. I lar|X'r had

a bit of trouble adjusting to the
tapering during her freshman year.
"When I was a freshman, I didn't
really understand it," I larpcr said.
"Hut il really works, last year was
not my best year, but after tapering
I had a good MAC Championship.''
Asked if it was difficult losing
dual meets, 1 larper said it was at

Brst
"\i HI licgjn io realize after a while
thai the MAC Championships are
Ihe absolute most important meet"
Asked if she had ever used
tapering More her falcon career,
I larpcr said previous coaches had
dabbled in il.
"1 have experienced it before,"
I In per said. "But it's nothing like what we are doing here.
We are training for the |MAC|
Championships like it is the last
nice t any of us will ever swim."
But we will be rested and prepared when il comes time to swim
al llie championships."
I li ward believes that all ihe hard
CM irk the team puts in to training
during ihe season will pay off.
"The girls worked so hard, we
will drop some major times at the
Championships," I loward said.
Ihe MAC Championships will
be held at the Bowling (ireen

Nafatoriuro Peb., 25-28.

They say the next opportunity
is always right around the corner, and for the BG track team
that phrase certainly rings true
this week.
Attempting to put the disappoinlment of last weekend's
CMU Quadrangular behind
them, the Falcons have gone
about ibis week with renewed
focus and replenished energy
as they prepare for the AllOhio Championships and the
lindlayOpen.
The events will take place in
Findlay and will be spread over
today and tomorrow.
"This is a terrific opportunity for our team," coach ('.ami
Wells said. "The focus of our
indoor season has always
been on the All-Ohio this
week and the [Mid-American
Conference! Championship
next week."
The First competition for the
Falcons will be the distance
medley relay, which begins
ibis evening at 6:15 p.m. The
rest of the squad will begin
competition tomorrow morning at 11:10 a.m.
After being bit hard by I he flu
bug in recent weeks BG looks
to be, lor the most part, fully
recovered and ready lo go.
"We don't anticipate anybody
silling out," Wells said. "It's
exciting to have the full squad
back and ready to go."
The women will be competing against MAC foes Toledo
and Ohio as well as a slew of
other teams from across the
Buckeye State.
"We are looking forward to
competing against the teams
in our conference as well as
some of the other teams from
across the state that we rarely
see," Wells said. "Hopefully we
come out and put forth our
best effort of the season."

SOFTBALL
From Page 9
said. "I think some people are
just born to be leaders and she's
one of ihose people."
Wiemer is the only senior
on ihe learn, and being the
only senior on a sports team is
an ultimate signifler that the
team is young. Apart from the
fact that most of the players
have not been through the system very long, the chemistry
amongst them makes il seem
as if they have been.
Having great chemistry is
always a vital aspect for any
team to possess, and it's something that Wiemer has taken
note of.
"Everyone feels like they
can go to everyone else on the
team," Wiemer said. "The fact
that we're so different really
helps make this final product
exciting."
As good as the chemistry is
on the field, it's just as good
off the field. However, when
the team is hanging oul away

from the field they never lose
sight of their goal, which is in
Akron competing for the MAC
Championship.
Along with Salsburg, Wiemer
believes all the pieces are in
place to compete for a MAC
title.
"We have the talent that
we need to get the job done,"
Wiemer said. "You can have the
besl stats or the best season, bui
if you don't win the MAC you
don't take the big prize."
The Falcons will be tested
early, as today marks the first
of 20 straight games on the
road, all of which are in tournament play. Despite opening
the season with 20 consecutive road games, Salsburg said
her team is excited to play as
they figure out who they are
and what they're about this
year.
The Falcons will continue
their opening road trip of tournaments until March 26, when
t hey come home to host Pu rdue
in their double-header home
opener. The first pitch is set to
be thrown at 2:00 p.m.

pointment, and I really learned
through it all that I love figure
skating," Czisny said.
From Page 9
The ultimate triumph would
next month's world champion- be an appearance in the 2010
shipsin Los Angeles, Czisny has Olympics, also in Vancouver.
When asked if she considers
been there before and said it
was quite the experience the herself a viable candidate for
the games, Czisny gave a short
first time around in 2007.
"Worlds, for me, was a com- and to the point response.
"Yes," she said.
pletely different experience,"
Slated for graduation with
Czisny said. "It was a little bit
intimidating to be amongst a bachelor's degree in liberal studies this May, Czisny
such great skaters."
Despite having the win at the is already thinking about her
U.S. Championships, Czisny's future sayingafterthe Olympics
last outing didn't go as well as she would like to tour nationshe finished ninth at the Four ally with Stars on Ice and then
Continents Championships see where life takes her.
But for now, Czisny is focused
in Vancouver, Canada, showing she still will have to put in on the task at hand, the world
hard work to medal at the world championships. Olympic gold
iiinl.ilisi Brian Boitano and his
event.
Inconsistency is not a new longtime coach Linda Leaver
thing for Czisny though, but will be there for her every step
by overcoming failure with tri- of the way.
"I le's very good mentally and
umph, Czisny has learned to
he'll give me good tips for when
appreciate what she does best.
"Hie last couple years have I'm on the ice," Czisny said of
been triumphs and disap- Boitano.

CZISNY

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS
Hurry In!
Apartments
Going Fast!

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

FALCONS vs. Ferris State
TOMIEHT - 7:06pm
TOMORROW - 7:0SPm
BGSU ICE ARENA

Taking Applications Mow!

A

The BGSU leers host the Bulldogs in a key CCHA series as they head
down the home stretch of their regular season schedule.be there!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

877-BGSU TICKET I BGSUFALCBNS.COM
BGSU STUDENTS ADMITTED
FREE WITR STUDENT I.D.

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit www.villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

±i

FALCONS ve. Central Mi

FALCONSSUNDAY,
vs.FEBRUARY
Eastern
Michigan
IB - 7:00pm

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 15 - 3:30pm
ANDERSON ARENA

ANDERSDN ARENA

The BGSU women are looking to maintain their solid position atop the
MAC Standings with a win over the visiting Chippewas.be there!

The BGSU men look to continue their climb toward the top of the MAC standings
when they return home for a cross-divisional showdown with the Eaglesl

177-BGSU TICKET I BGSUf ALCBNS COM
DGSU STUDENTS ADMITTED
FREE WITH STUDENT I.D.

RQLL AUNG!

ONLY $99/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL

w

877 BGSU TICKET I BGSUfALC8NS C8M

DGSU STUDENTS ADMITTED
FREE WITH STUDENT I.D.

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com
'rrsli icliolts .i|ipl\

I
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RQLL AL9NG?

ONLY $99/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL
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"They're quick, ihey're physical and Ihey will shoot Ihe puck
at any possible lime," said BG
coach Scott Paluch.
Those arc a few of the reasons
that the Bulldogs (11-12-7, 8-9-5
CCHA) currently sit in a two-way
tie with Northern Michigan for
seventh place with three weeks
remaining before CCHA playoffs.
BG (9-18-3, 6-15-1 CCHA) is
10 points behind Ferris and has
fallen to twelfth in the conference,
two points behind Michigan
State.
"We've got to get some points.
There's no question about it,"
Paluch said. "We've gone five
games now, and we haven't been
able to improve our point total."
The Falcons have not won
since Ian. 23 when they held
on for a 4-3 win against Like
Superior on a Friday night at the
BGSIJ Ice Arena. They went on

WIN
Fn
lauren Prochaska who had been
left alone beyond the three point
line. Prochaska nailed the three,
and effectively killed the run.
later in the half, with Toledo
closing the gap again, Prochaska
stepped back for a three, with a
defender in her fare, and drilled it,
killing another run.
Pontius lead the way for BG in
the first half though, with three
drives that ended in lay ups, along
with a big three towards the end
of the half.
Thestatisticsatthehalfwaypoint
were relatively even. Toledo had
the advantage in rebounds, BG
in assists and shooting percentage.
BG also had the lead 32-20.
But the Falcons had a shaky start
to the second half though.
UT got out to a 14-7 run to start

Fnday. Febfuary 15.2009 11

"Ferris is a team that, when you go
back, they were picked [to finish]
extremely high in the league, and the

IT'S HERE!

reason is: they are pretty much the

BG
BUCK$

same team as they were a year ago."
Scott Paluch I Coach

to lose the second game of that team's favor down the stretch.
series and were then swept by
"Ferris is a team that, when
Miami and Northern Michigan you go back, they were picked
each of the last two weeks.
Ito finish] extremely high in the
But senior forward Brandon league, and the reason is: they
Svendsen said he and his team- are pretty much the same team
mates are prepared to embrace as they were a year ago," Paluch
the challenges that will come said.
today and tomorrow at 7:05 p.m.
And according to Svendsen
"Ferris always seems to do real the games this weekend will
well toward the end of the year," help ready BG for an even bigSvendsen said. "Both teams are ger task.
going to come out hard." .
"Not only do we have six
Paluch noted the experience games left," Svendsen said, "but
that the Bulldogs have this sea- you're playing to prepare for
son, which should play in that playoffs."
the half, and the Falcons had eight
fouls before the Rockets had one.
the eight)] came in the form of
a technical foul on roach Curt
Miller.
"Anyone who says that technical
fouls aren't strategic, isn't telling you
the truth," Miller said. There are
sometimes methods to madness."
Following the free throws from
the technical, lindsey Goldslx'rry
made a huge play by stepping back
and nailing a three pointer to put
BG up nine and set the Anderson
Arena crowd on fire.
Moments later, Prochaska drove
and eventually finished a three
point play to add to the BG lead.
Still, UT kept battling back, closing the gap to a two possession
game several times.
Finally, with just under lour
minutes to play, the Falcons began
to pull away for good.
Tara Breskc went to the line and
nailed two tree throws, and on the

next trip down the floor sank a
turnaround, fade away jump shot
to put BG up 60-49.
A Pontius three pointer with 2:07
to play served as the nail in the colfin, putting BG up 65-53.
"At the end, I really think we just
ran out of gas," said Toledo coach
Tricia Cullop. "We just didn't have
another push in us."
After a series of free throws, the
game would end with BG winning
by a wide margin of 17.
"Our kids battled and went toe
to toe with a tough Toledo team,"
Miller said. "We're very excited to
come away with this win."
Pour Falcons finished the game
in double figures Pontius led the
way with 17. while Uhl, Prochaska
and Breske had 14.13 and 10,
respectively.
The Will gives BG 21 straight,
and ties the school record for the
longest winning streak in school
history.

SAVE BIG!
and remember to
use your coupon books.
Also watch the BG News for
more great BG BUCKS savings
weekly or visit us online at
www.bgviews.com
to print additional coupons.
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FREE USE OF OUR
AMENITIES FOR 1 DAY
419.353.5100
706 Napoleon Rd.
bgstudenrhousing.com
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ENCLAVE

FREE T-SHIRT
WHEN YOU TAKE A TOUR
419.353.5100
706 Napoleon Rd.
bgstudenmousing.com

Tur
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w
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$1 OFF ANY
ENTREE ITEM

Available at Kreischer or Founders
Not to be redeemed with other offers, timit one coupon per customer.
Valid through 5/31/09
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MAKING A CASE: Jen Uhl has made a case lot becoming a fi I time starter in place ol the suspended Nili McCoy. In the two games she
has started, Uhl has scored 25 points and grabbed 18 rebounds.

by Design
• ■

w

three to ignite the crowd.
led some to believe that McCoy's
Later in the half, her roommate mistake might have almost been a
Tracy Pontius hit her vvitli a no good tiling for the team.
From Page 9
look pass under the basket that
"Adversity helps teams," Miller
thought that would be a vulner- Uhl turned into two points while said. "We can take a positive out of
a very negative situation."
able spot," coach Curt Miller said.
almost parallel to die ground.
Against Toledo, however, Uhl
late in the first half, with the
Uhl's emergence as an elite playproved there Is nothing vulnerable Falcons fending off a UT run, Uhl er is huge for the Falcons, Before
about her game.
stepped back and nailed a Uuec McCoy's suspension, the team was
Uhl played one of the best pointer, despite not having a repu- referred to as having a big three
of tauten Prochaska, Pontius and
games of her career against the tation as a three point shooter.
Rockets, finishing one rebound
And Uhl kept stepping up in the McCoy.
shy of a double-double, with nine, second half as well.
Now. aside from those three, it's
With UT stealing the momentum clear that Uhl can step up on both
tying a career high.
Uhl also finished the game and having closed the gap to five ends of the lloor as well, along with
against UT with 14 points, three points, I Ihl got between her defender Tara Breske. Those five offensive
and the basket drawing a charge that threats, plus the shut down defense
steals and two blocked shots.
"We choseour poison and picked put the momentum back in BG's played by lindsey Coldslierry, is a
Uhl," UT coach Tricia Cullop said. comer. Then, with about four min- formula for success.
"Unfortunately she stepped to the utes to play in the game. Uhl put up
"It's a big threat having everyone
plate, and when she stepped up, a shot resembling a "sky hook." that being able to score," Pontius said.
It remains unclear what will
we were in trouble."
put the Falcons up by lLtheir biggest
happen when McCoy rejoins the
It wasn't so much the final sta- lead of the game to that point,
"I have to step up," Uhl said. "I'll team on leb. 21 against Akron. Uhl
tistics that jumped out after the
will likely start at first, but whether
game, but the way she went about do whatever it takes to win."
Coming into the game against or not McCoy regains her spot in
collecting them.
Early in the first lialf, after scor- WMU, Uhl had averaged a modest the starting five is yet to be seen.
The only thing about the situing lite team's first four points, Uhl 4.3 points and 35 rebounds per game.
chased down a loose ball and as Snre becoming the starter, shes aver- ation diat for sure is that BG is
incredibly solid at the position,
she fell out of bounds, threw a pass aged 125 poihtsand nine rebounds
to Lauren Prochaska who nailed a
This kind of production has even and I Ihl has arrived.

LOCATED AT COMMONS MARKETPLACE
Not to be redeemed with other offers. Limit one coupon per customer
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FREE
Key Magazine
at most BG News stands
this Spring Semester
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$1 OFF ANY
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1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
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BGSU SPOUTS EXCIUSIVES
STUDENT SPOTLIGHTS
FACUITY PROFILES
GREEK AFFAIRS
MAJOR NEWS EVENTS
THE YEAR IN REVIEW
SENIOR PHOTOS

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Student Housing

meccabg.com|g( .
FREE EVERYDAY ON ANO OFF CAMPUS

FORUM

12fntfay.FeUay15.200'>
for his incredible athleticism,
then abandoned him after the
marijuana photo was released,
is missing some perspective.
Rather than offering profuse
and insincere apologies, mandated by the media, figures of
prominence who get in trouble
should simply ignore the media's
reaction. When someone is in
violation of the law. they will
deal with it in court and pay
whatever debt they owe society,
a society which is more damaged by the overblown exposure
their transgressions receive than

SCHMIDLIN
From Page 4
Holding anybody lo a higher
standard than anybody else is.
above all else, unfair, li is certainly possible 10 hold Michael
Phelps to a higher standard
when it conies to swimming.
But Impervious to flaw he is not,
nor is anybody else.
I low individuals choose to live
their lives is nobody's business
but their own. Anybody who
looked up to Michael Phelps

by the crimes themselves.
There are no gods; there are
only mortal men and women.
We have no right as society to
build up so high those who
enhance the human experience, only to tear them down so
viciously when they step outside
what we commonly think of as
proper behavior. Chances are,
they know better than us what is
good and what isn't anyway.

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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tiieneuis9bpKWS.com.
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SCHURRER
From Page 4
be rather rigorous and subject
to few constraints.,
There are those who feel
that public
personalities
should not have to be held to
a different standard because
they either weren't aware of
or don't agree with the additional responsibility their stature entaiis. They "didn't sign
up" for the intense scrutiny.
["he athlete who trains year
after year and perfects his or
her skills suddenly finds much

BG
NEWS

For Rent

1 BR apt close to campus, avail now!
$395'mo ♦ electric, pet friendly
Call 419-708-9981

5BR. 5 person house.
all amenities, close to campus.
$1200/mo 352-1584 or 353-8611

3 BR house S825/mo w/ C/A WD
avail. 8/15/09
3 efficiency apts. 1 three room $375
& 1 one room for S290 avail 5/15.
Call 419-601-3225

3 BR units, 1/yr lease, avail May 09,
4th & 5th St
2 BR apts, 1 /yr lease, avail May or
Aug '09. 4th St Pets allowed
Call 419-409-1110.

3/4 BR apt for rent, recently updated.
small pets ok 619 High St. BG
3 or more unrelated OK.
Call 419-308-3525

COZY, cleaM BR. ideal for grad std
S425/mo, util. incl. non-smker pref.
Avail 5/1/09 Call 419-352-2104

3/4 BR house w/ W/D. avail nowi
S800/mo ♦ util. 217 Palmer Ave.
Call 419-934-0128

Highland Management
1 & 2 BR apts for 2009-2010.
Great locations/low sec dep

Classified Ads
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419-372-6977
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riety, election or luck, some
have a higher profile in society
than others. They stand out.
Because of this — like it or
not — people look to them as
role models, as examples, as
leaders.
Those in this position have
a duty to conduct themselves
in a manner befitting their
standing in society. In this
way, they can truly serve society and earn the confidence
we place in them.

Call 419-354-6036, 9-3 M-For
www bghighlandmgmt com

4 BR. one & 1/2 baths, washer/dryer.
large deck, and garage.
Call 419-305-5987

to editing and approval

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office hours 10-2. M-F
www.bgapartments.com

426 E Wooster. Large 3 BR apt.
great location1 Avail Fall 2009
$950/mo. util. incl. call 419-352-5882

Help Wanted

426 E Wooster. Lg. 1 Bdrm.
avail Fall 2009. S475/mo. utils incl.
Call 419-352-5882

BARTENDING! up to S3007day. No
exp. necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

HOUSES - REDUCED PRICES
May Lease
2 Orchard Circle.
1 /2 blck from campus, near windmill,
4 BR. 2 bath, SHOO/mo, good cond
August 2009 Leases
227 S College. 3 BR. 1 bath,
$975/mo. good condition.
129BS College. 1/2 block from
campus, 1 BR, 1 bath, S375/mo

Avail now. newly remodeled hse w/
3 BR, each w/ priv. bath & entrance.
Close to campus, S1075/mo ♦ elec
Call 419-708-9981

lEarn Income at Homel
Home Based On-Line Business.
Excellent SS Potential,
Free info-419-601-5179

Avail. Aug 2009, 3 BR house. W/D.
close to univ. 718 3rd St - S650/mo.
127 Georgia Ave. A/C. D/W- S975/m
218 Dill. A/C. W/D. D/W -$1000/mo
220 Dill. W/D hookup. A/C and
dishwasher- S725/mo.
606 5th St. W/D, A/C - S900/mo
219 N Enterprise - $1400/mo.
131 N Church - S750/mo
118 Clay St W/D - S900/mo
202 E Merry. W/D, A/C. D/W -S1200
Call 419-308-2458

Cold calling. S7-10 an hour.
flexible hours, call tor more info.
440-785-8433
Early learning classroom teachers
wanted, must be in 2nd yr majoring
in ECE and able to do lesson plans
For more info, contact Pern/ Harris
at 419-241 -9360 or e-mail at
babydolllreasures@yahoo.com

Call 419-806-4429 or go to
www.froboserenlals.com

'
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ACROSS
Cloth belt
Man with a ladder
Rue the aerobics
Kal Kan nval
Sunshine State city
As soon as
-do-well
Moray catcher
Director Gus Van
Green apple
Baseball scoreboard trio
Human trunk
Wound covering
Jailbird
C.I.A. forerunner
Bub
Step down
From Pago Pago
Simplicity
British royal residence
Interferometer instrument
Stings

1
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56 NCAA word

ANSWERS

57 Geometric choreography?
60 Mausoleum
62 Remove from packing

63 Little legumes
64
65
66
67
68
69
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Sudden inspiration
Pathogenic bacteria
Dublin's land
Legis. branch
Photo session
Tie tie
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Open Weekdays 4P.M.

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. ■ Sun.
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For Rent
Retired teacher will rent rooms S
share house, ideal for grad students
or professors. Large older BG home,
4 BR's. 2 w/b fireplaces, wooded 1.5
lot. full use of kitchen, laundry, etc
S300/mo incl util Call 419-352-5523
SHAMROCK STUDIOS:
Studio apts avail, semester leases
avail. Fully furnished We provide all
util, cable TV & high speed internet.
Call 419-354-0070 or visit
www.shamrockbg.com
TWO BEDROOM APTS.
Avail. May-August,
Call 419-352-3445, 9am-9pm

$IVY\V00DAPTS.t
■#• l Bdrms./Studios #
Winter Special:
Reduced Rent
' NearBGSU,private,
.patio/entrance, extra"1
storage, pets
#
welcome,
short*
term leases avail.

*

419-352-7691

Nice 3 BR house, avail. 8/09,
S1150/mo. 318 N. Summit.
close to campus, call 440-339-4428
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709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

fcfcfct
2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S535/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
www.bowlinggreen-apts.com

J

***

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com
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coupon menu at

1
203 N. Main H*™*™
352-5166 LI
$6.50 Minimum

Winner of Free rent for the 2009/2010 School Year
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VOTED BEST Pli

Dancing Day & Night - DJs
Free Spring Break Model Search
Calendar (1st 1.000 reservations)

A TASTE OF FEBRUARY
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TIKI BAR

A OlRBRATION OF BLACK HISTORY. ART, AND CULTURE
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Management Inc.

www.SandpiperBeacon.com

"09-10 SY lew remaining houses

Oldsmobite models
Simple weapons
Trumpets
Young kangaroo
Hot shots
Settles down
Acid in soap
Tippler's debt
Sounds of disappointment
Shade ol gray
Biddies' home
International accord
47 Entered
Wanderer
48 Famed Jockey Eddie
SHO rival
49 Part of a tennis match]
Morning hrs.
52 Noon event
Talks sweetly
53 Forbidden
Hoses down
55 "R.U.R." playwright
Use scissors
58 Cylinder-shaped
candy brand
Appendage
Final Four letters
59 Off-ramp
Prosperous
61 Purse
Dublin dudes
Doggish comment
Valuable fiddle
Ol the Far East
Hesitant sounds
Kindles, as interest

Get it wrong
Part of R.S.A.
Govt. bookkeepers
They: Fr.
Sword handle
Oak starter

Earn up to S150 a day being a

mi SOCIAL
JUSTICE
TASK FORCE
I'M SI N IS

30
33

mystery shopper, no exp needed
Call 1-800-722-4791

For Rent

■

32

Houses for rent. 4-5 bdrms, 2 baths,
between campus & downtown,
S1500/mo. call 419-340-2500

Spring Break

■

1 Serenaded
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
29

-

Earn extra S. students needed ASAP

SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS!
Want men willing to learn to work on
wood floors including gym floors
Starts when school is out for summer
to middle of Aug Work consists of
operating equipment, including floor
buffers and floor sanding machines.
Also measuring, laying out & painting
game lines, art work & applying gym
floor finish We thoroughly train you
in all phases of work. Job pays S8/hr
w/ approx 40-50 hrs per week. Ilex
hours Must be punctual, reliable and
willing to accept responsibility
Contact Joe Koch at 419-340-6270
or lax resume to 419-825-1714
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37
41
42
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more is demanded than merely playing the game.
On the surface, it sounds
like a position that most of us
could agree with. On the other
hand, there is no direct connection, no cause-and-effect
relationship between playing
a sport in a stellar manner
or being a successful politician and committing a felony.
Each requires a separate set of
decisions, and each decision is
purely voluntary.
In Luke 12:48, we read "To
whom much is given, much is
expected." This very concisely
sums it up. Due to talent, nolo-

&&**

brought to you by

meccabg.com

S::WPN

Large-315 & 321 E Merry.
lew 1st semester leases 09-10.
1 -2 bedroom apts
cartyrentals com. 419-353-0325

ALMOST GONE FOR FALL 2009

•AVAIL NOW 2 BR apts low as S449
see Cartyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
3 BR apt. 443B N Enterprise- S550
2 BR house, 819 N Summit- S400
t BRapt. 1112Ridge-S350.
443 N. Enterprise efficiency- S250.
Call 419-308-2458

RESERVE YOUR SEAT : hrtp://resll(r.bgsu.cdu/fotm»/iaiK-feb.pli|.
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518 Mam St

Campbell Hill Apartments - 2 and 3 bedroom townhouses
Heinz Apartments - 3 bedroom apartments
Columbia Court - 3 bedroom apartments
Frazee Ave. Apartments - 2 bedroom Apartments
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Enterprise Square - 3 bedroom apartments!
522 E. Merry St - ONLY (1) 2 bedroom Left!
425 E. Court St.- ONLY (2) 2 bedrooms Left
Field Manor Apartments - 2 bedroom apartments
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Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419) 352-0717

445 E Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
43402

Check out our website www.qreenbriarrentals.com

